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Editorial 

Towards a regional concept of human rights  

Diaa Rashwan 

Chairman of the State Information Service 

 

From April 24 to May 14, 2019, Sharm El-Sheikh hosted the 64th ses-
sion of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights. This is 
the first time that Egypt hosts the Commission's meetings after 30 years 
of its hosting to the fourth session of this Commission. 

Prior to the Sharm el-Sheikh Commission meetings,  NGO’s meeting 
was also held on 22-23 April 2019. 

Egypt's hosting of the meetings of this commission, discussions and 
the outcomes thereof, present a set of indications. First of all, these 
meetings come in the context of the Egyptian government's clear inter-
est in the human rights issue with its comprehensive dimensions, both 
locally and regionally. 

The commission's meetings coincide with a wide range of steps taken 
by the State on human rights: civil, political, economic, social and cul-
tural . 

In November 2018, the prime minister issued a decision to establish 
the Higher Permanent Committee for Human Rights with the participa-
tion of several Egyptian agencies as a governmental entity to formulate 
a national strategy in the field of human rights and to follow up on its 
implementation as well as to constantly ensure the obligations of nation-
al institutions to fulfill the commitments undertaken by Egypt in inter-
national and regional conventions in this area. 

At the same time, Egypt has continued to take more steps to protect 
the rights of the most vulnerable groups with regard to human rights 
issues. Act on Persons with Disabilities  and the Law on Places of Wor-
ship has been promulgated.The Law on Places of Worship facilitates the 
building of churches and regulates the status of hundreds of unlicensed 
church buildings; Egypt opened the largest church in the Middle East in 
the new administrative capital. In the context of the State's efforts to 
empower women, the constitutional amendments adopted by the Egyp-
tians in the referendum, announced on April 23, 2019, approved that at 
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least one quarter of the Parliament seats shall be allocated to women. 
The amendments also emphasized the need to ensure minimum rep-

resentation of youth, Christians, persons with disability and Egyptians 
living abroad.  

In the meantime, the State is continuing to upgrade education ser-
vices to all citizens, and to develop health services, the most recent of 
which is the initiative to eliminate virus C through free screening and 
treatment at the expense of the state for all citizens. 

On the light of these steps, in her speech at the closing session, the 
Chairperson of the Commission referred to what has been achieved in 
Egypt in the field of women's rights, and the economic and social rights 
of all citizens. 

On the other hand, the convening of this commission and the discus-
sions that have taken place draw attention to an important regional di-
mension in the field of human rights. 

African peoples share a fair amount of convergent values and cul-
tures, which may in general be the basis for the formulation of a region-
al human rights concept, in the face of politicized and malicious cam-
paigns aimed at imposing values and concepts on third world countries 
as a whole, regardless of the nature of balanced societal cultures in these 
societies. 

Now, what combines the African countries is that they are targeted 
by accusation , condemnation and incitement in the field of human 
rights, at a time when these peoples have been and are still victims of 
the worst practices of racial discrimination by the Western society, 
which sets itself up as the judge who is prosecuting peoples on human 
rights according to a concept  it claims . 

Neither history nor the present shows any racist practices and nega-
tive discrimination of the peoples of Africa or the third world against 
the peoples of Europe and the West. On the contrary, what has hap-
pened and is happening, individually and collectively, gives us the right 
to charge and demand condemnation. 

The intellectuals and specialists in Africa are invited to cooperate, 
study and search to formulate a regional concept, with agreed upon 
standards, on human rights based on the African Charter on Human 
Rights and the common heritage of these peoples. 
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Introduction 

 

Civilization and Human Rights 

  

The Editor-in-Chief 

Abdelmoeti Abuzaid 

Head of Foreign Information Sector 

 

Egypt is not only a country of ancient civilization, but also the cradle 
of human civilizations, on whose land many civilizations have con-
verged and merged through the ages.  

This fact has to do with the existence of the deep-rooted Egyptian 
vision on human rights a long time ago. A civilization cannot flourish 
and bloom without respect for human rights considering the circum-
stances and standards of every age. 

Tolerance and acceptance of the other, and the interaction with other 
cultures and civilizations and their fusion into the Egyptian culture are 
sublime manifestation of human rights in addition to non -
discrimination, lack of racism, openness to the other and respect for di-
versity and privacy.  

That’s why Egyptians excelled in the fields of arts and culture from 
ancient times until today. Creativity is a natural result of a climate that 
allows the release of human potentialities to express their talents, abili-
ties and their distinction is respected. No creativity without freedom. 

In the modern era, and even as a state under the Ottomans, Egypt had 
been distinguished among the rest of the states with a space of freedom 
that attracted creators from the Arab Mashriq and from Europe itself, to 
live there and to share the Egyptian creators in establishing a modern 
renaissance in theater, media, journalism, cinema, novel, stories, plays, 
poetry and others. 

In a subsequent era, the Egyptian people mixed their struggle for in-
dependence with their fighting for freedoms: political freedom, women's 
emancipation, liberation of mind, and building the state of citizenship in 
accordance with modern political and social systems. The revolution of 
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the Egyptian people in 1919, which celebrates its 100th anniversary this 
year, is a revolution for the liberation of the homeland, the liberation of 
the human and  his mind, the liberation of creativity and the building of 
a state of modern institutions and national unity. 

As a result of this national will, Egypt gave birth to thousands of pio-
neers and innovators in the fields of singing, literature, theater, cinema, 
philosophy, thought, poetry, science and others. 

Egypt pursued the same path, in the latter stages up till now. It dealt 
with each stage according to the appropriate standards, and kept evolv-
ing and progressing from time to time. 

Here arises the correlation between creativity - in all fields - and hu-
man rights. Whereas creativity exists only in an atmosphere of freedom 
of expression of identity and position, art itself is always a human right. 
At the same time, one of the main issues in all arts and literature has 
always been "human rights": the right to respect human dignity, the 
right to intellectual freedom , the right to decent living conditions in-
cluding employment, treatment, education and security, and the right to 
respect the values of equality, justice, freedom of belief and expression 
of beliefs. 

This eternal relationship between arts and human rights is the  main 
subject of this issue. Some of the most distinguished specialists and pro-
fessors contributed to this issue, as well as valuable contributions by 
eminent Egyptian writers who presented their deep insights in the field 
in this periodical "Studies in Human Rights". 

This is in addition to the other sections and follow-ups, and we hope 
that this issue would receive the attention and the acceptance of interest-
ed readers and specialists. 
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eriodical ProfileP 

Main Dossier 

Art as a source of knowledge 
  

Prof. Nesreen al-Baghdadi 

Professor at the National Center 

for Social & Criminal Research 

 

Art, in its various forms is one of the main branches of the creative 

movement in society especially cinema, theater and television .It is one 

of the most influential means of communication affecting the social 

consciousness, values, norms and behavior. It also contributes to the 

formation of individuals' awareness and their views on societal issues, 

because it is prevalent among segments of society at different levels and 

has important role in bringing about fundamental changes in drifting the 

cultural, social and political values which in turn lead to significant ef-

fects in the development or impediment of social and economic devel-

opment.  Art reflects the societal reality in the form of images, dia-

logues, scenes and attitudes - crystalized by the author, director and ac-

tor - in an attempt to clarify some situations that involve social, political 

and cultural values and may be intentionally broadcasted to the viewer. 

Perhaps the creative movement after the January 25 Revolution and 

the associated political and social changes, the prevalence of the politi-

cal Islamism - and then the June 30 Revolution correcting the path -  led 

to the emergence of new patterns of artistic drama, reflecting the social 

reality and what society goes through. 

Art is one of the most influential means affecting the public for the 

following reasons: 

1. It is a social phenomenon that is formed within the context of com-

munity formation. 

2. It enters into an interactive and reciprocal relationship with the social 

reality in which it affects and is affected, and perhaps - sometimes - 

is able to guide the behavior of individuals and to form their values. 
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3. It is formed in the light of the cultural framework of society, and thus 

linked to the values and behaviors of individuals, consequently af-

fecting the social and cultural composition of them within the com-

munity. 

Art, as a fictional cultural product that enshrines some of the compo-

nents of contemporary culture, may lead to the raising of some issues, 

limiting others and marginalizing most of the issues. 

Through the study, we will, from a historical perspective, present a 

sociological reading of some works of art in the fields of cinema, theater 

and television, with some of them  previously tackled , to seek the dia-

lectical relationship between the social situation and the creative work. 

First: Cinema 

With the beginnings of cinema in the early 20th century, Egyptians 

aspired to create a cinematic art within the framework of the moderniza-

tion and independence movement that permeated literature, thought, 

management, education, politics and economy. Cinema - as an industry 

- represented an aspect of modernity; there is no doubt regarding its 

contribution to the modernization of society. 

In the framework of intellectual modernization, the Egyptian artist in 

cinema has been able to present a kind of film that carries modern ideas 

related to the concept of modernity and developmental values in all its 

meanings, which essentially contains a change in prevailing values sys-

tem and perhaps releasing other values that are in consistency with the 

system of society at the time. 

The revolution of 1952 - at the beginning of the second half of the 

twentieth century - brought many principles and slogans that bore the 

concepts of development in all its dimensions, thus, affecting the cultur-

al products, especially literature, art and basically cinematic drama. 

Cinema became more connected to reality and closer to man, and 

tackled new aspects. It revolved mainly on the events and ideas of the 

revolution. Some condemned the social and economic conditions before 

the revolution, while, others tried to condemn some of the situations and 

practices related to the system through using symbol as a way. 

In the 1970s, the commercial spirit dominated the thought, accompa-

nied by a high prevalence of negative values in Egyptian society. The 
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opinion has become a subject of industry and commerce and has been 

associated with legitimate ideas that possess capital and control. Thus, 

Egyptian cinema has produced films with social and political values 

swinging between the  low and sublime, the genuine and foreign, the  

positive and negative . These films reflected the prevailing values and 

took different images that can be summarized in the following: 

1. It is either an expression of reality, meaning that it reflects the pat-

terns of values, customs, traditions and new behaviors that dominated 

Egyptian society in the seventies, most importantly consumption val-

ues, or generally the prevailing materialistic values; 

2. Or it may, in other words, become an expression of the controlling 
authority. It was used as a cultural medium to mobilize the public 
towards certain ideas and trends that the authority sought to achieve, 
and perhaps tried to formulate a number of ideas related to the set of 
values that were developed and in compatibility with the nature of 
the prevailing societal pattern. 
In light of the successive changes, and with the spread of globaliza-

tion and rapid changes in technology and means of communication, the 
contradictions have increased and  have been accompanied by various 
crises at the economic, social and cultural levels. At the political level, 
the crisis is illustrated by the prevalence of indifference to major nation-
al issues, the absence of civilizational projects, the increase of political 
mobilization, the absence of democratic practices and the inability to 
participate in political decision-making. The economic crisis was evi-
dent in the structural imbalances and the growth of the non-productive 
sector, while, the social crisis had persisted through the deterioration of 
life styles, the increase in psychological and social alienation, and the 
weakness of the sense of belonging. 

According to the previous statements and theoretical approach, the 
purpose and objective is revealing the image of life in Egypt as reflected 
in the cinematic drama, as a cultural product that may be linked to reali-
ty or be far away from it. 
Many questions arise: 

How the life of Egyptian society was portrayed in the cinematic dra-
ma? How did that drama reflect the social values forming the system of 
values in society? 
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What are the changes that have occurred in  the image of society - 

through this drama - during different time periods? which may indicate 

the pattern of future or prospected change. 

The answer to the questions may explain the purpose and the direc-

tion. 

The selected sample included a number of movies that appeared be-

fore and after the January 25 Revolution . Perhaps they have promoted 

the revolutionary act, and perhaps some of them have worked on the 

main determinants of this act, including breaking the wall of fear, and 

criticizing bitterly the police and its practices as was reflected in the 

movie "Chaos". Some movies referred to some humiliated life patterns 

and lack of services in the slums, which may be the reason for this act as 

"Hena Maysara" and "Kalemni Shokran". These movies warned against 

the danger of street children. 

Some other movies discussed issues of patriotic type  deluding the 

hero that he is doing a national patriotic work, but he wakes up on a fic-

titious story woven by some exploiters, who play on the needs and 

hopes of the youth and abuse the neglected  and aimless youth who are 

in a thirst for an issue to wrap around. Thus, they become an easy prey 

for exploitation and become controlled by specific and even misleading 

ideas of patriotism. Perhaps we are surviving this situation. This has 

been demonstrated in the movies "Badal faqed", "Keda Reda" and "The 

Demons". 

The Arab-Israeli conflict has different types, including planting spies 

within the Egyptian society, propagating ideas related directly to this 

issue, the Palestinians' perception of themselves and the other, and falsi-

fying the awareness of some young people by releasing certain ideas 

concerning the Israelis and how tolerant they are. This was treated in the 

movie "Cousins”. 

Then comes the conflict between women and men and their views of 

each other, and the vision of men towards women occupying higher po-

sition, a vision that still prevails in our eastern society  and it is por-

trayed through the movie "Taymour and Shafika". 

By reviewing the ideas of the analyzed movies' sample, it was found 

out that these movies have reflected the societal phase at that time and 
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have monitored, analyzed, or criticized the prevailing social context and 

may even have warned against the changes that have occurred. 

Therefore, the ideas came to warn, criticize, or pave the way for the 

changes that have occurred, and may have suggested how to reform and 

change. 

Hence, we can say that cinema can play a clear role in the process of 

reform and change through the preparation of citizens, and the introduc-

tion of ideas and values, whether the negative values that should be 

abandoned, or the desired ones that must be adhered to. 

Second: Theater 

Theater as an art and one of the tributaries of culture and its pillars, is 

a social phenomenon inseparable from the changes that are taking place 

in society. The theater takes its material from the social, political and 

historical events, because, since the beginning, it has been associated 

with the social and political events that societies passed through . In oth-

er words, theater is a social phenomenon that is shaped by the develop-

ment of society and its events; it is also one of the most sensitive arts 

regarding the social and political circumstances because of its direct 

connection with the public. By tracing the emergence of the phenome-

non of theater, we find a connection between the theater and many so-

cial, economic and political phenomena; there is no doubt that there is a 

dialectical nature between the artistic scene in the theater and the social 

reality. 

Over the last two decades, cultural discourse has reflected a renewal 

and a social reality that has encompassed various patterns of knowledge 

and culture. We have raised this issue because this stage included some 

theatrical works that could address the problem and witnessed somehow 

a decline in theatrical art. By exposing to the theater in the previous 

stages, we can identify the important role it played. 

Actually, it is difficult to identify cultural and artistic works, which 

took different forms of rhetoric and models. We see a group that has 

taken a stand against what was in the past, while another criticized the 

whole stage and the changes that have resulted from the social changes 

that took completely different directions. Between these trends, whether 

in favor or against, conservative or renewed, there were streams that 
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brought together the two contradictions, although they appeared to be 

distorted and not defined most of the time. 

Reading the contents of theatrical texts - across the different periods 

of time - (in the Egyptian theater), we note that the 1960s have put for-

ward many apparent and latent ideas, which have been largely incon-

sistent with the political system at this stage. These ideas have taken 

two directions: first, to change the values and customs of the pre-

revolutionary society, the second was to support and value the political 

system. The issues raised by the theatrical text in this period were local 

private issues, whatever their purpose. 

In the 1970s and as a result of the inputs of this stage, the commer-

cial theater began to appear in a different way. It turned towards profit 

and entertainment without attention to the content. The doctrine of 

"Madbolizm" emerged. However, there was a trend in the State theater 

that kept pace with and supported the practices of the political system,  

launched an attack on the 1960s regime and highlighted its faults and 

disadvantages, and supported the current system in its efforts towards 

peace. The makers of these works- who represent this trend - have been 

inspired by the heritage works and the use of the symbol in the dramas. 

Despite this position, the theater at that stage was not only addressing 

domestic issues, but also has been able to broadcast specific ideas, aim-

ing to change the views and trends of individuals, and to generate crite-

ria for evaluation coinciding with the inputs of the new social order. 

The theater in the 1980s, which differed in its attitudes and ideas 

from its predecessors analyzed and criticized some of the phenomena 

and problems or issues that overshadowed the surface of community. 

The language of theatrical discourse kept up with, analyzed and criti-

cized the reasons and sometimes presented solutions.  Thus, theater was 

also preoccupied with its local issues. 

During the 1990s and the early third millennium, the theater took a 

different form and different theater trends appeared, some of them fo-

cused on fan base, while, others have been represented by theaters affili-

ated to the State Theater. However, theater included some trends that 

were either inspired by the Arab or Islamic heritage, or by the foreign 

texts, while, others have adopted on the classics and Repertoire   making 
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the basic idea of the show a projection on the reality of the nation. This 

was specifically evident in the Sobhi theater which depended on a cen-

tral issue related to freedoms and the concerns of the citizen belonging 

to the middle class in society,  through the plays (Mama America, Seket 

El Salama, Carmen, Laabet el sitt, Wanees family). The audience of this 

theater was from all the segments, but the majority was from the middle 

class, which found a breathing space in it, as he managed to express the 

real status of this segment. The youth took an interest on this theater for 

the sake of entertainment and laughter in the first place. Thus, theater 

was also preoccupied with its local issues. 

The current trend of consumption theater has been divided into two 

styles, some wrapped their shows by political issues like Adel Imam (Al

-Zaeem) and Al-Sharqawi Theater (Houda Karama), while, others 

wrapped their shows by topics that address youth issues, depending on 

the young stars like (Esam Imam Theater, Albanda). 

Other plays were presented on the State Theater such as (Disco dis-

co) and these shows dealt with some phenomena that overshadowed the 

relations between the youth, such as customary marriage, unemploy-

ment and housing crisis. These plays were related to the consumption 

style, whether in the style of presentation, or in the titles  of performanc-

es that express the control of the language of the American discourse. 

Regarding the theater of the State, it has also been divided into pat-

terns; one pattern has taken humanitarian issues as a central focus of its 

theater treatment by adopting issues related to generations conflict, re-

sistance to oppression, and the afterlife   (Moshahanat, El Ared, Ya 

msafer wahdek, Ma Ba'd Elraheel, King Lear). 

The second pattern of the theaters of the state draw inspiration from 

the Arab and Islamic heritage, the projection on the local and interna-

tional events, and the stress that our Islamic and Arab nation has been 

subjected to such events, therefore, it is necessary to take advantage of 

the historical lesson (Quds will not fall, Baghdad's barber, El Sultan 

Yalho). The last pattern is the experimental theater and the experimental 

shows, which have become a trend in which the holders chose the 

change, heading to the establishment of a theater different from what is 

familiar, i.e. a more deep-rooted and flourishing theater. Experimenta-
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tion is a new language and a modern formulation for the enlightenment 

and development of theatrical work; it is about breaking out from the 

familiar word and movement, and the relationship between them and the 

spectator, and even the discovery of new dimensions. It is also an unu-

sual rhythmic movement of the body and its potential that provides a 

different language. The supporters depend on it as the body language is 

universal; it can carry signs and movements that reach every human be-

ing, regardless of language. This pattern has become widespread in the 

theaters of the United States of America and has supporters, and some 

supporters started to promote it in the Arab countries and Egypt (Walid 

Awni Theater). 

From the above we can draw the following: 

• The theatrical discourse - whether visible or latent - from the 1960s 

until the mid-1980s - kept up with the issues raised in society, despite 

its promotion and adoption of the values of the political system pre-

vailing at each stage. 

•  The positions of the theatrical discourse fluctuated between supporter, 

promoter, critic and over turner of the ideas of the political system 

prevailing in the 1960s and 1970s. 

• The language of speech has been different since the 1990s, and has 

taken more isolated issues from the reality of the Egyptian society; 

more relevant to the changes in the global community scene. 

• The world and Egyptian theater audiences are similar in terms of age 

and social affiliations. 

• The requirements of theatrical audience have changed, and it has be-

come necessary for theatrical work to be accepted based on the ele-

ments of entertainment and dazzling. The audience was able to im-

pose these conditions on the theatrical process as a result of the domi-

nance of the consumption culture characterized by individuality and 

lack of interest in the other.  

• All actors working on theater attempted to please the public regardless 

of the specifications of the theatrical artistic work. 

• Streams of plays have emerged, some are similar, while, others are 

contradictory as a result of societal variables. 
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• The state abandoned its role in supporting some cultural institutions, 

as a result of globalization, which made the political system ignore  

the mechanisms of culture (including theater), which supported its 

ideas, and depend on other mechanisms represented in the visual me-

dia, which spread widely as a result of technical and technological 

developments that the phenomenon of globalization contributed to. 

Following the changes that have occurred in the Egyptian theater and 

its relation with the local and international systems, the dominance of 

globalization over cultural reality, especially on the theater as one of the 

mechanisms, has been shown. This has resulted in the emergence of dif-

ferent, disparate and overlapping models, patterns and streams of plays. 

We can admit that theater is one of the mechanisms that reproduces 

the social order and cannot be separated from the world theater. Perhaps 

one of the causes of the crisis experienced by the theater in Egypt at the 

level of theatrical discourse is that daily life has not been represented 

well on the theater. 

As long as we work to develop our theater contexts, there is no harm 

in taking advantage of Western theater technology. However it is neces-

sary to activate and transfer these forms on scientific bases to benefit 

from them, otherwise it will be a kind of cultural invasion that aims at 

changing the patterns of life and intellectual and social practices rather 

than achieving the desired social reform. Therefore, the theater requires 

us to go into details of daily life to put forward the ideas and values 

desired to keep pace with the reform process  and to reach the network-

ing and the interplay between all  means of communication, although 

the theater continues to have its own individuality that must be exploit-

ed to blow the energies required in the process of community reform. 

Therefore, it is necessary to conduct more conscious studies for the pat-

terns of social and intellectual transformations within the theater institu-

tion and to reconsider the prevailing values that threaten the privacy of 

the cultural institution in general and the theater institution in particular. 

We must be aware of the foundations of mutual human interaction with 

each other. 
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Third: Children's Theatre 

In a study on the Egyptian children's theatre, experts and profession-

als confirmed that there is a real crisis in children's theatre, however, the 

visions differed in determining the causes and the conditions. 

The discussion of children's theatre crisis comes within the frame-

work of the total cultural system, which, any way, cannot be separated 

from the community and in that context, there are two considerations: 

First, what happens in the cultural reality is inseparable from the con-

text and societal variables. The role of the cultural organization is deter-

mined according to the societal system. Therefore, the crisis in society 

is directly reflected in the cultural situation with all its sub-patterns. 

Second: The crisis of the child is a direct result of what is happening 

within the general cultural context; hence the crisis should be interpret-

ed fundamentally in light of external and internal factors. 

The theater still represents a framework for the interaction between 

children and its themes. However, it still needs to put forward many val-

ues and themes that are compatible with the prevailing community val-

ues of spreading tolerance, accepting the other, strengthening the sense 

of belonging to the country, and contributing effectively to the consoli-

dation of those values. 

Fourth: TV drama 

We will overlook many of the works that perhaps dealt with social 

and political issues and reviewed the social history of the Egyptian soci-

ety with implications for the future or for possible scenarios. For exam-

ple, the series "Al-Gama'a" dealt with the story of the emergence of the 

Muslim Brotherhood through the life story of Hassan al-Banna, the 

founder of the group, with an insight into all the social and political 

conditions . The series referred clearly to their  means and their secret 

activities , and how they dealt with the community with all its segments 

as well as how they penetrated the youth groups and controlled them 

through the principle of hearing and obeying. 

Perhaps this series was sufficient to give clear signals to the rise of 

political Islamism, and even predicted its arrival to the power, especially 

that it discussed the breakdown of social conditions during the rule of 

Mubarak. 
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Then, we look at the series "Zaat" which is a social series dealing 

with the story of a woman's life from birth until becoming a grandmoth-

er passing through all the historical conditions  accompanying each 

stage in Egyptian society. It tackled everything around the Egyptian 

family , internal and external circumstances and pointed out that the ex-

ternal circumstance of other countries and what is happening in the 

world had been  reflected clearly on the simple Egyptian family. 

Conclusion 

Review of those patterns of art, denotes that the art, in its general 

concept, is one of the most important pillars of reform, change, and sus-

tainable human development. Thus, the researchers felt its important  

impact on reform. Therefore, the core of reform became the develop-

ment of the human being who is the basis of development of society. 

But to what extent  art  is oriented for reform to achieve the desired val-

ues? 

If art is a reflection of the prevailing systems, conditions and beliefs  

in their evolution and change, it is also a source of consciousness for-

mation - both individually and collectively - through its impact on per-

ception processes and feelings, its formation of a variety of visions of 

life and its possession to various elements depending on the speech, im-

age, motion and various aesthetic elements. Perhaps this is the motiva-

tion behind the interest in the cultural and artistic media to bring about 

reform, change and human sustainable development, taking into account 

the emphasis on character formation and composition as the main en-

gine of development and reform processes and sustainability. 

The art is a social phenomenon aimed at redrawing the cultural map 

by presenting the social realities that determine the nature of the  power 

of relations within the society, and therefore it does not come out of a 

vacuum. 

Art as a component of the cultural pattern is shaped by the meanings 

created and shared by individuals, which ,in turn, are affected by media 

and cultural products. 

The relevant question is: Can art in our country become the driving 

force for the development of society and push it towards reform? What 

role does it play in the societal context to create a set of practices and 
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concerns, or what can we call specific meanings? To what extent can it 

contribute to shaping the awareness and culture of society members? 

If the dramatic presentation, whether through cinema, theater and 

television referred, in many places, to overlapping cultural formations in 

the social fabric or the surrounding external circumstances, this may be 

an indication on  crises and suffering that the society suffers from and 

on top comes the wide gap between the various social groups, social 

justice, violence that overlaps and intertwines the lives of individuals , 

exploitation, corruption, bribery and youth crises and their attitudes. 

Perhaps the desired role of dramatic treatments, whether through cin-

ema, theater or television, is to pay more attention in presenting and 

handling the internal social problems and crises continuously in an ef-

fort to modify the direction of certain trends and to replace certain nega-

tive values that hinder the development reform process by other positive 

ones. 
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Introduction 

Generally, art in its various forms is a human message that has a pro-
found impact on the human soul and also has a meaning in life. Art is 
the creativity, excellence, originality and uniqueness and an important 
mean of expressing thoughts, spirits and feelings.  Art in the developed 
world occupies an important place in everyday life, and helps achieving 
the educational, ethical, security and even political goals. Therefore, art 
is one of the most important means of communication that elevates the 
thoughts of the recipient and the connoisseur and it helps consolidate 
the national identity and moral values. It is also a constant endeavor to 
provide solutions to social problems, especially those related to the so-
cial upbringing of individuals, thus creating a clear mirror reflecting the 
society's features with its advantages and disadvantages and motivating 
it through an effective discourse to change for the better. Therefore, it is 
one of the main factors influencing the development of the nation, form-
ing its mindset and its ethics. It is one of the best means to form the hu-
man personality enabling man to reach the aesthetic values and ethics of 
the community. 
Art carries many messages, including: 
1. Contributing to the refinement of taste of the recipient as art is the 

beauty that transcends the human to positive human values; 
2. Identifying the issues of society and addressing them in an attractive 

way to consolidate noble human values in the minds; 
3. Helping to achieve psychological balance in humans 
4. Bringing together the different views of citizens, and peoples of the 

world helping the exchange of social heritage; 
5. Combating the various forms of corruption and the negative social 

phenomena that dominate societies and that are overlooked due to 
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their sensitivity or ignorance of   their implications; 
6. Helping to cope with social conditions and events in the context of 

major international organizations and to promote positive moral feel-
ings towards humanity in general; 

7. Being an important tool of education in different stages of education 
to inculcate positive customs, values and traditions and to develop 
moral judgments required for the needs of the future; 

8. Helping to reduce the aggressive behavior of individuals and to de-
velop positive free verbal expression and emotional and spontaneous 
venting. 

The role of art in social life: 
Art had played an important role in the past and is still playing a role 

in the life of the humans generally and the civilized human particularly. 
It also has a role in modern and contemporary civilizations. Art, in its 
various fields e.g. drawing and photographing, painting or complex 
compositions using various materials and techniques, sculpture and oth-
ers, forms an artistic creative element. The artist aims to express himself 
and his feelings towards his fellow human beings on the light of all hu-
man relations, thought, passion and sensations. The artistic product in-
tensifies the various information and knowledge on the universality and 
modernity of a part of social and cultural life. Thus, art is an expression 
of the imagination and passion of the artist targeting the happiness and 
well-being of mankind, the protection of their rights and the continua-
tion of a decent life regardless of ethnic, religious or sectarian affilia-
tion. The artist is a human innovator working from his good nature. 

Among the rights and freedoms formally included in the UN Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, Article 27 (1) states that eve-
ryone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the com-
munity, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its 
benefits. In the current political climate, artists must advocate for global 
human rights issues and influence public opinion through the practice of 
contemporary art for community development, for example in child 
safety, domestic violence and racial prejudice. The artist can aim to 
build capacity responsibly and independently, address the problem, an-
swer questions through critical dialogue and raise awareness of the ex-
isting rules of authority. The artist can suggest greater value for the 
practice of art, as a versatile, convertible and multipurpose product. 
The problem of human rights: 
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Today, humanity is facing the severest human rights and democracy 
crisis ever confronted in the world. We witness Armed conflict, vio-
lence, terrorism, religious fundamentalism, extremism, radicalism, new 
authoritarianism, racism, fascism and similar forms of intolerance which 
jeopardise the structure of world peace, human rights and development, 
laid down after World War II. 
Art, media and human rights culture: 

The United Nations emphasized the importance of human rights edu-
cation as an essential part of providing the new generations with the 
necessary knowledge to realize their inalienable rights and the means by 
which they could exercise and defend those rights. These rights include 
the right to health, education, food, housing, marriage, family for-
mation, participation in public life and not to be subjected to torture and 
any form of detention and custody. There were recommendations by the 
international organization to proclaim a global program for human 
rights education. The first three years of this program, from 2005 to 
2007, focused on primary and secondary education by integrating hu-
man rights issues into the curriculum, changing teaching methods, and 
improving education environment. 
What can arts do for human rights? 

Despite the tremendous progress in all areas, there are new and in-
tense threats to the enjoyment of human rights. The world today is wit-
nessing unprecedented human displacement, deadly religious extrem-
ism, bullying, racism, belligerent nationalism, xenophobia, widening 
wealth disparities and increasing climate change impacts. There is also a 
crisis of confidence in institutions, government authorities, political par-
ties, churches and the media. Hence, the role of "Visual art" is an im-
portant mean of communicating and expressing the principles of human 
rights, and even disseminating and promoting the culture of human 
rights as art can help heal the wounds of human rights violations. For 
example, artistic programs can help alleviate the suffering of people in 
refugee camps or in prisons, as did the visual artist Inji Aflatoun 
through her role in the field of visual art, although she was an aristocrat, 
but she was very interested in the poor and the simple people in the 
Egyptian countryside and in prisons. The irony was that she was arrest-
ed and produced during the period of her arrest wonderful works depict-
ing the tragedy of the poor peasants and workers in the fields and these 
paintings were the reason for her fame. Art can help one to face his or 
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her own sufferings. The artist's creativity opposes any harmful or dam-
aging act. Therefore, anyone who does not respect the artist’s right of 
creativity violates the integrity and sovereignty of man in devoting and 
employing his intellectual and artistic abilities for the service of his fel-
low man, who may be persecuted and humiliated. 

For example, drawing or sculpting the face of a person who is tor-
tured, socially tormented or subjected to political repression raises in the 
recipient various and different repercussions according to the mentality, 
background and culture of this recipient. This would be positively bene-
ficial for this face which is a symbol. Free vision is always a source of 
high-quality free art in form, content and meaning. Therefore, the work 
of art characterized by beauty is only a strong, clear and deep embodi-
ment, which gives us a sense of respect and appreciation for this life that 
deserves the art's attention and care in all forms and formulae and types. 
No matter how difficult the circumstances, art will remain a human right 
that must be exercised freely without restrictions, on one hand, and 
without harming others on the other hand, to achieve the desired and 
anticipated goals for liberating the humans from the slavery of his tyran-
nical fellow at all times and places. 

All of this has been addressed by artists with their creations by inspi-
ration, drawing, sculpture or different art fields. These artworks are an 
indicator of the ability of the creative artist to raise the emotions and 
feelings of people to alert, guide and warn. What in common between 
the arts and human rights is that art invites to think deeply, participate 
and respond. Art is the language of ideas and feelings, both visual and 
audio-visual. Art is a human product starting from creation, formula-
tion, reaching the recipient and the process of response and taste. There 
are many similarities and commonalities between arts and human rights 
as both of them are concerned with issues of humanity, identity, dignity, 
emotional communication, change of life, person development, visions 
of the future and the message to humanity. Both art and human rights 
are applicable. There is a great deal of similarity between the disci-
plines, which should be captured and used more consistently in order to 
move forward with mutually beneficial agendas in both areas that enrich 
human rights on the one hand and arts on the other.  A large part of the 
human rights agenda is aimed at what we see as prejudice based on race, 
religion, sex, age, nationality, culture and identity, which are very simi-
lar to the problems that the artist touches in his artistic work. The artist 
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can help overcome these barriers and problems by bringing in the coun-
ter-discourse and the competing of narration and distinctive perspec-
tives. The artist may formulate a painting dealing with the subject of 
racism in a sensitive and simple human way that could find an echo 
stronger than rhetoric or archival slogans. The humanity of art is the 
source of its power and there is no doubt that art conforms to the princi-
ples of human rights. 
Conclusion: 

Any artistic creativity in the various artistic fields in general and vis-
ual art in particular carries an encrypted message that provides a solu-
tion to a problem that concerns the community. This will determine the 
preferences of the receiving person which will be influenced by his cul-
ture, sensitivity and personality. Art is a moment of greatness for the 
human and is a relative and fleeting moment full of human emotions in 
which the artist tries to embody those emotions in the best form. Emo-
tions or sympathy cannot be underestimated as it is the supreme human 
ability to test the feelings of another person "directly" and make them 
innocent even if the relationship with that other person, is pleasant or 
unpleasant. Sympathy is one of the components of emotional intelli-
gence as it is the cornerstone of any attempt to improve psychological 
self-awareness and relationships with others. Without sympathy, the 
world will be a pale place, a place of autism and schizophrenia. 
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Creative images interpret the vision and opinion 
Kamal Al-Qadi 

 

All through its history, the Egyptian cinema has displayed thousands 

of diverse humanitarian, social and political issues.  Recordings and vi-

sions varied according to data, stages and times as each stage has its 

own characteristics, specifications and indications. Freedom and human 

rights has always been at the forefront of the issues in most of the types 

of expression , cultural and intellectual launchings , mobilization and 

awareness raising which Cinema  carried  as a vessel that includes all 

the rationales required to achieve the normal and natural relationship 

between the individual and society on one hand, and society and power 

on the other hand. The filmmakers and those concerned have made 

strenuous efforts to achieve the difficult equation and to ensure the bal-

ance of what is presented at many levels without exaggeration or en-

croachment on the reality. Even if the creative vision is fantasy, it must 

also abide by the conditions of honesty as an inevitable reference guar-

anteeing that the cultural artistic product is in its full context and course. 

In this context, most of the cinematic experiences in their humanitari-

an and political formations have naturally been biased towards the prin-

ciple of freedom as meaning, concept and practice. This approach indi-

cates that the human rights issue as a goal, a strategy and a purpose rises 

above all calculations and at the same time watches the basic ethical 

framework of expression, the appropriateness of handling and the com-

pliance with the law regulating the creative process represented in the 

supervision of artistic works in special cases that require adjusting the 

rhythm of the artwork. Thus, art would not turn into a bomb in absence 

of supervision which  inevitably ruins the artistic status ,derogates from 

the requirements of expression, and imposes ideas that contradict bal-

ance and emotional stability of the expression. 
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The Egyptian cinema has presented models of films that defended  

human rights in all its details and aspects, whether based on literary sto-

ries and novels or  presented as a pure creative movie production. In this 

regard, the dramatic situations imposed  some sort of a clash with poli-

tics in a logical manner that conformed with the technical contexts. This 

created some kind of expected antithesis thus films reflected a real sense 

of freedom in the handling and the space available for the clash. If we re

-examine the film entitled "The Innocent" that was produced almost 

thirty years ago, we will find that the writer Wahid Hamed gave the 

highest priority to humanity of the citizen "Ahmed Sabaa el-Lial" who 

represents the simple villager who joined the military service, thus, he 

became open minded ,aware of ideas, dreams and visions that were ab-

sent due to illiteracy and ignorance. This pioneering role was brilliantly 

played by the late artist Ahmed Zaki. The director , Atef el-Tayeb, 

achieved a creative human harmony with the scenario of Wahid Hamid 

on the political background which was thorny at the time. The film 

achieved an outstanding success and remained one of the icons of Egyp-

tian cinema and a landmark in its history. 

The cinema also presented multiple views that were relevant to the 

same subject. The film "Karnak" came as a shock to shed light on a cer-

tain stage that the filmmakers, at that time, saw as the most difficult 

stage in the restriction of freedoms indicating Gamal Abd El- Nasser 

era. In spite of our strong reservations about the film, we cannot deny its 

artistic excellence and cannot ignore the ingenuity of the director Ali 

Badrakhan in the tragic embodiment of the crisis that he and scriptwriter 

Mamdouh Al-Leithi figured about the crisis of the political citizen in the 

1960s. 

What arouses suspicions about the negative treatment of this im-

portant stage in the history of Egypt, which has achieved unprecedented 

achievements, is that most of the criticizing cinematic experiments were 

frequent and in close times, which confirms that they were made delib-

erately and according to a set plan to distort the image of Nasser as a 

symbol and all his achievements. There are many other similar films 

like: " Ehna Betoua El Otobis - We Are the Bus People", " Etnein Ala 
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El Tareeq - Two on the Road" and " Taer elleil alhazeen - The sad night 

bird". These experiences that traded in the issue of human rights are the 

weakest because the slogan came at the forefront before the theme, thus, 

exploiting  the humanitarian situation to pass the political abuses  from 

a single point of view. But such cases have remained as individual type 

of cinema that has not received wide public support, although some 

were impressed by it. 

On the other hand,there are films that have honestly interpreted 

state's faith in the right of the Egyptian citizen to equality in all aspects: 

education, employment and living. “Roda Qalby” is nearly documenting 

the pre-July and post-July Revolution  period as it presents luminous 

models of simple social groups that have been elevated by social justice 

to the highest positions and their conditions changed on the light of the 

change of the whole political reality. The film “Ana Horra – I am free” 

that was written by Ihsan Abdel Qudous, discusses the right of women 

to choose their life, destiny and freedom without guardianship or cen-

sorship. This type of rights has been presented by the cinema in im-

portant movies, like“El Bab El Maftuh - the open door” written by Lati-

fa Al Zayat, starring Faten Hamama and Salih Selim, “Nahnu La Nazraa 

Al-Shok” directed by Hussein Kamal, starring Shadia, Mahmoud Yas-

sin and Salah Kabil, “Miramar” a story by Naguib Mahfouz and 

“Merati, Mudir Aam - My Wife, the Director General” written by Saad 

Eddin Wahba. The movie “Shey Min El Khouf” is a great cinematic 

event that underlined the issue of freedoms, human rights and women's 

rights. The story of Atris and Fuadah is a great epic denoting concepts 

and meanings exceeding a popular folk tale, including more comprehen-

sive political dimensions, main axes in building a healthy society as a 

necessity for its resurrection, advancement and civilization. At the top 

of the main axes the women represented by the free courageous peasant 

Fuadah, who faced the persecution and oppression of the tyrant Atris, 

with a total stability, and obtained her freedom in a way that put her in 

the rank of the leading figures in the simple village, thus besieging her 

opponent, who had been dragged, by his ego to destruction. 
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Influential Cinema: 

On the other hand, some filmmakers are interested in melodrama or 

the so called influential cinema .They stir the emotions of the viewers to 

win their sympathy and support for the poor classes addressing the is-

sues that make suffering a living characteristic of the identity and nature 

of the marginalized inhabitants of the rooftops and basements. The first 

experiments came through the trend of awareness of this issue in Hassan 

Imam's films, including "The two orphanages" starring Faten Hamama 

which is one of her important works. The film discusses the issue of 

begging and victimization of innocent people with disabilities. The film 

was a wake-up call against the Mafia and gangs living on the tragedy of 

those poor girls, boys and children. 

Regarding this inhuman phenomenon and the cinematic efforts in 

monitoring them, it is not possible to ignore two important films: “Les 

Misérables” and “I Have Been Made a Murderer”.  In the same vein, the 

first film discusses the conditions of the destitute class and draws the 

attention of society to the seriousness of the spread of poverty as a seri-

ous disease that causes disasters and prevents any progress, even rela-

tively, as long as the reasons and causes of the misery exist in the poor 

reality. The film " I Have Been Made a Murderer" starring Farid Shawqi 

and Zaki Rustam, presented a model of a child raised in the juvenile re-

formatory. The child was sentenced to legal punishment because he 

could not resist hunger so he stole a piece of bread and has been caught 

in the act thus, he was placed in the juvenile reformatory. When he 

reached the legal age and came out of prison, the society did not have 

mercy on him and punished him for the second time retroactively, thus, 

he became despised and rejected even out of the closest people to him, 

except the preacher Yahya Shaheen, who was sympathetic to him and 

treated him fairly. But this was not enough to protect him and remove 

the sanctions on him so his life remained confused and threatened and 

he was forced by the harsh circumstances to kill his uncle, the real sin-

ner, who seized all his inheritance and stripped of everything. At the 

end, he became frightened, haunted and sentenced to death although he 

did not commit any sin or crime. 
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This film has been credited for being the reason for changing the law 

in favour of the culprit thanks to the film, the first criminal record in the 

Criminal Status Sheet was cancelled for those involved in murder or 

theft. This was not confined to the films of Farid Shawqi, but repeated 

in the film "the word of honour" starring Ahmed Mazhar and Nur Sha-

rif. The film defended the right of a prisoner who has good behaviour 

and character to get out of prison in severe humanitarian cases for sever-

al hours with the prior permission of the Prison Service and the 

knowledge of the competent security authorities. Analytical melodra-

matic treatment has shown how meaningful cinema can drive key issues 

to reach the desired goal of reform, change and treatment in the light of 

sincere handling. 

This valuable film reminds us of the film "I Want a Solution" starring 

Faten Hamamah and Amina Rizk with the great director Said Marzouk. 

The film discussed extensively and through an objective view the issue 

of divorce and the right of the divorced wife to retain the marital home 

if she has children, her right to custody of young minor children and her 

right to maintenance for a specified term. These privileges which did 

not exist before in the Personal Status Law, were changed after the 

screening of this film to be in favour of the wife, preserve her dignity 

and the dignity of her children. This film obviously announced the 

Egyptian cinema's bias towards women's rights. 

In an attempt to disrupt the Personal Status Law in this particular as-

pect, another film was made raising the slogan “man's right to confront 

woman's rights”. The film " The apartment is the wife's right" starring 

Maali Zayed and Mahmoud Abdel Aziz discussed the problem of the 

man who does not have an alternative house for the marital home in 

case of divorce. Despite the great success of the film, it did not have the 

same effect, but it was just an attempt from the point of view of the 

filmmakers to lift the injustice inflicted upon men who are negatively 

affected by divorce. 

Trend Continuation: 

The trend of humanitarian films that began with the film "Zeinab" 

has continued since the beginning of Egyptian cinema in the early 20th 
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century until now. Over more than half a century stories, tales and nov-

els were presented in models of creative cinema art and we saw and sur-

vived through the cinema the stories of heroes and heroines. It is possi-

ble to say that cinema has stood in the trench of supporters to human 

rights all along. That’s why masses in Egypt and throughout the Arab 

world  interacted with films such as "Haram", " The Beginning and the 

End", " The Nightingale's Prayer", " The Postman"," El Naddaha","the 

Land", "Shabab emraa - The Leech",  "Bread Seller", "For My 

Children", "We are the students", "Chased by the Dogs", "The Blazing 

Sun" and "Struggle on the Nile" to the end of the list of the 1950’s and 

1960’s films which crystallized the details of social life, focused on the 

fundamental issues related to ethics, education, work, behaviour and 

everyday life practices in general and contributed to the consolidation of 

the principle of justice as a natural resistance to deviation and crime and 

to the safety and health of the society. 

As a result of the natural development of ideas, circumstances and 

treatment, other films adopted similar approach aligning to human 

rights with a broader and more comprehensive scheme. Films of the 

1970s and 1980s had a wider vision for the same problems, such as 

"Khally ballak men ZouZou", "Ahl Al Qemma" by Ali Badrakhan, 

"Youm Mor We Youm Helw" by Khairi Bishara" and "Al-Sa'aleek" by 

Daoud Abdel-Sayed. In the 1980s and 1990s, the films dealt with the 

reality of simple people, such as: "El Ar", "Al-Keif", "Gary Al 

Wohosh", "The rapists", "Leila Sakhena – A hot night", "The Kit Kat", 

"El Maraa W El Satour" , "Garage," "A Woman to Fall", "Akher Al Re-

gal Al Mohtaramen", "Be Careful Gentlemen", "Dreams of Hend and 

Camelia", "Sarek al-farah", "The Wife of an Important Man" and "The 

shunt". All of these are realistic variations that targeted the protection of 

society from the dangers of drugs and corruption and taking care of the 

simple class, but the political ones warned against exaggerating the ex-

ploitation of power and influence and pointed out the disadvantages of 

violating human rights. The film "The Wife of an Important Man" is a 

unique and important experience for director Atef al-Tayeb that un-

doubtedly had a great impact in the enshrinement of the principle of 
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freedom of opinion and expression.  The supervision of works of art in 

this film is credited for keeping a space of freedom as a genuine product 

of a hoped-for and desired democracy of all ages and stages. However, 

the human visions contained in the content of the other mentioned films 

were an incentive to create a very creative and distinct atmosphere that 

became a real outlet for the enlightenment ideas that appeared to be a 

feature of many of the new theses in the cinema today to complete the 

march of the cinema adding the issue of terrorism to its priorities. Films 

such as "Sheikh Jackson" and " Daadoush" and " Al-Armouti Fe Ard El-

Nar" , "The Treasure: Truth and Imagination" and "Maulana" are differ-

ent types of films that followed the films that were previously produced 

on the same issue as " Toyour elzalam", " Al-Irhabi", "Terrorism and 

Kebab", "Deer blood", "El Khatar" and "The explosion". Terrorism is-

sue was not closed and remained open as an instant case that requires 

immediate treatment through enlightenment, and cinema as a mass me-

dia of great influence. 

Some of the films that appeared before, during and after the January 

25 and June 30 Revolutions that documented this heated period, are: 

"Chaos" directed by Youssef Chahine, "Hena Maysara" and "Shehata's 

Shop". There are also films like "Ant Scream" and "Clash". The first 

was the first film that accompanied the events of January 25 Revolution 

and recorded, spontaneously, many of facts of events without specifying  

an ideological vision of the topic and the implications and manifesta-

tions of change brought about by the early days in Al-Tahrir Square 

where the masses have gathered. Because the revolution was a stunning, 

it underwent more than one vision and view that translated the concept 

of revolution.  In a film entitled "18 Days" director Yousry Nasrallah 

participated with a number of directors and recorded the diaries of the 

demonstrations in their excitable and wildness, everyone handled it 

from his vision, culture and perspective. Then Yousry Nasrallah pre-

sented his film after the famous “Camel incident” to present his private 

and personal concept of the young men who were accused in this inci-

dent as Nasrallah was very sympathetic with them. 

In addition, the film "Clash" presented the revolutionary issue from a 
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completely different point of view. It discussed the issue from its securi-

ty and intellectual dimensions and placed some blame on both sides of 

the conflict, taking into account the circumstances that paved the way 

for the existence of extremism and intellectual strife that led to the use 

of violence as a choice from the extreme side. The film explained the 

consequences of the escalation until reaching the peak of the clash. 

There is also a treatment of the two-pronged issues, security and the 

public in the film " Induced Labour". The film expose to the migration 

trend to America by some young people who suffer from economic cri-

ses and the inability to achieve self-realization in the homeland, thus, 

decide to travel and migrate, thinking that this is the salvation. In light 

of this concept, the film presents the issue for deep discussion searching 

for the real reasons that lead to the complexity of the relationship be-

tween youth and society away from the recognized and well-known un-

employment crisis which the state seeks to solve. In this context, ques-

tions are asked directly and indirectly. 

This film is consistent with a previous vision of the same issue pre-

sented by director Mohamed Amin in the film "Two Girls from Egypt" 

several years ago. This confirms the right of cinema to repeat its presen-

tation for the same issue as long as the reasons remain and the chronic 

problem is unchanged. We also remember the film "The Other Land", 

which discussed the problem of illegal immigration in an artistic man-

ner and documented the disasters caused by the flight of young people 

from the hell of unemployment to the unknown inferno. 

The film “The Originals” presents the latest vision on human rights 

and their meanings, concepts and implications, discusses what prevents 

their achievement as a result of human action against himself or the ac-

tion of others against him and the truth about and displays what we 

think about control in our daily lives and our lives in general. This film 

is very daring in the presentation of the humanitarian crisis that sur-

rounds a lot of citizens who have obsessive compulsions that they are 

haunted by ghosts that control them in their wake and sleep. They live 

in the illusion of the deadly psychological illness they created inside 

them or found in themselves. 
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Violence and terrorism as a global phenomenon: 

In the light of the prevalence of the phenomenon of fear, anxiety and 

the role the cinema played in that regard, the USA globalized the idea 

after the September 11, 2001 and used its soft power to consolidate the 

horror from terrorism. The Hollywood Film Foundation has produced 

dozens of films that show images of vandalism and destruction as a re-

flection of the black terror that pervaded the world and constituted the 

most dangerous phenomenon to humanity. Indeed, the propaganda ma-

chine succeeded in convincing the world public opinion that America is 

a victim of Middle East and Arabs conspiracies. To entrench political 

significance, the United States has urged most European states to pro-

ducing films that renounce terrorism and violence  being  a victim of the 

destruction of the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in Manhattan 

in September 11  terrorist attacks. For its part, Hollywood meant to con-

firm the phenomenon of violence by huge series of films: the siege, Air 

Force One, Rescue Mission, White House Down, Fury, Big Game, Mis-

sion Impossible and other films in which the US administration put its 

vision of treating and dealing with violence as a serious condition that 

threatens both society and the state. Through this message, the whole 

European region was influenced by the American concerns and began to 

produce similar films to confront violence, however. their contents in-

cluded negative ideas condemning the Eastern and Arab societies for 

exporting such phenomenon to them as they believe. 

Thus, in response to this allegation, the Egyptian cultural institutions 

are working to confront such accusations in line with the truth. Egypt 

supported the important international festivals to present films that ex-

plain the situation correctly and show that Egypt itself is one of the Ar-

ab and Middle East countries targeted and affected by terrorism, there-

fore Egypt cannot be classified as a sponsoring or supporting country 

for terrorism! 

Through this extensive panorama and accurate presentation of the 

positive role of Egyptian cinema, it is confirmed that true art and crea-

tivity, if used well, are powerful safety valves for the protection of the 

individual and the society and the enlightening energy of the mind and 

conscience of the citizen everywhere. 
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The Role of TV drama in dealing with human 
rights issues 

 
 Director / Inaam Mohamed Ali 

 

Authentic art plays a great role in raising the level of mental aware-
ness and sentiments of the human being thus, makes him more civilized, 
sensitive to the other and having stronger sense of belonging to his com-
munity and family which positively contribute to the welfare and pro-
gress of nations. We admit that TV dramas, especially those broadcasted 
daily, have an attractive, overwhelming and dominating effect on the 
minds of the viewers in societies where one-third of its population is 
illiterate and their educational institutions do not play their role. 

Among the numerous articles of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, Article 12 states: "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary inter-
ference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks 
upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection 
of the law against such interference". This article summarizes many of 
the social, psychological and humanitarian contexts that appear in dra-
ma series and shows the risk of interference in the personal lives of indi-
viduals and groups. This phenomenon has become wide spread recently 
and it is considered as one of the abuses of technological development. 
The spread of smart phone technology facilitates easy communication 
and integration into virtual communities that gives way to violating the 
privacy of families and individuals, spying on them and knowing the 
most accurate secrets of their lives. 

The Cultural Committee of the National Council for Human 
Rights: 

The Cultural Committee of The National Council for Human Rights 
(NCHR) holds an annual ceremony for honoring the drama creators dur-
ing the month of Ramadan. The Committee, which has begun its work 
in 2011 distributes, on annual bases, prizes for outstanding drama pro-
ductions in the field of human rights. Dramatic works are selected ac-
cording to criteria established by a Technical Committee of six critics. 
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One of the most important criteria is that the context of the drama 
should be of a value spreading culture and principles of human rights in 
an attractive form of art to ensure that the message is conveyed to the 
audience. 

In 2018, the jury saw 35 dramatic works that were co-produced by 
some 23 Egyptian and Arab production companies at a cost of nearly 
one billion pounds. This means that we are having a huge and influen-
tial industry which have a direct impact on the minds and consciences of 
the Arab families in general. 

The Committee noted that in Ramadan 2018, the indicator of a good 
and mature dramatic level declined compared to the previous year due 
to the absence of the good idea, which touches the viewer and reach out 
him to move his feelings and thoughts to make the artwork continues 
with him in actual life. 

It is important to reconsider the negative image of the police officer 
screened in previous years and to correct this image as the police officer 
deserves appreciation, respect and objective evaluation of his crucial 
role in securing the homeland and citizens and the sacrifices he makes... 
as in series like (Kalbash, Matter of Fact, Nesr El-Saeed and Ayoub). 

Of the 35 series that were screened this year, the committee, unani-
mously, selected three series, which met the terms of the competition 
concerning the artistic quality, objectivity and the dramatic context 
which indirectly tackles the values and principles of human rights. 

It is distinctive that after years of negligence and forgetfulness of the 
children's series, despite the need for them, the screen in Ramadan has 
featured eight animated series. The themes and heroes are Egyptian, Ar-
ab and Islamic characters; some of these series were distinguished. The 
jury selected one of these animated series to award it the Special Jury 
Prize. The series that was awarded the prize is the same one that was 
awarded by Dubai in 2018 the best artistic and intellectual work in the 
field of culture and thought. 

In 2017, the jury chose the "Sunset Oasis" series as it was a dramatic 
work inspired by the novel "Sunset Oasis" by the great writer Bahaa 
Taher. The novel dates back to the 19th century with the "Orabi revolu-
tion" and it combined the reality with the myth. The people of the oasis, 
in this time-frame, were caught between the ruling administration in 
Cairo, which considered the inhabitants of the remote place "non-
Egyptians" and thus imposed on them a kind of tribute, and the harsh 
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customs and traditions imposed by the people of the oasis. With all this 
rudeness in the emotions and places where the people of the Oasis live, 
we see the creativity of Kamla Abu Zekri and the team working with 
her. They all merged in harmony composing a wonderful symphony by 
a visual language that reached the level of poetry and creating from the 
rugged places a legendary status. Although the work is taken from a his-
torical novel, yet it is a scream from the past to the guardians in the pre-
sent to exert effors to embrace our parents in the border areas and give 
them full rights to citizenship and social justice. 

In 2017, the jury also chose "Halawet El Donia" series; a model TV 
series that entered the houses without permission and was watched by 
all members of the family as it entertained them and respected their 
minds and feelings. It is one of the series that firmly entrench the human 
right to life under any pressure or circumstances, even in case of serious 
diseases that threaten life directly. It calls for non-surrender by address-
ing one of the human cases of a woman suffering from cancer. Howev-
er, the series does not sink into feelings of sadness or despair, but tries 
to spread joy and hope in all those who pass through this painful experi-
ence. 

In the month of Ramadan 2016, some social TV series were present-
ed, but only few of them enjoyed high percentage of views. Even 
though we have learned from our professors in the field of television 
drama that in this kind of art the audience wants to see himself as if he 
is looking in a mirror, to learn about the society and its issues through it 
and to see the heroes as ordinary people and the events with high degree 
of honesty, but members of the technical committee discovered that 
most of the social series relied on glamorous melodramatic treatments 
and the heroes were extraordinary personalities. 

However in 2015, the jury found out that the overall picture was not 
bleak as there was a ray of hope in this year's drama compared to the 
previous year. This was evident through the variety of screen themes as 
many of them dealt with social issues, while, the number of series deal-
ing with violence, murder and blood declined. Although, there has been 
a relative decline in the low-level dialogues and vulgar behaviors that 
characterized many of the series in 2014, they appeared in some of the 
series this year. 

There is demanding question; Do drama makers believe that human 
rights standards and principles, when included in some works of art, 
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represent a constraint on creativity or turn to be a preaching and guid-
ance? 

I think that this perception is related to the approach, the talent and 
culture of the creator himself because without a high-level art, the hu-
man rights cannot reach the viewer. I also think that we all agree that 
the authentic art has a significant role in raising the level of mental 
awareness and emotional sense of the human being thus, makes him 
more civilized, sensitive to the other and more belonging to his commu-
nity and family. These are the same meanings called for by human 
rights principles. 

In general, many series can take place anywhere, anytime, noting that 
we live in years fraught with national events and projects, internal and 
external challenges and many immediate and urgent issues that plague 
Arab and Egyptian society in particular. 

It is the duty of the practitioners of this huge and influential industry 
to perform their role in accordance with a well thought out curriculum 
and plan developed by the production companies in cooperation with 
the Supreme Council of Information and the National Media Authority 
taking into consideration the need for having one or two series that shed 
light on the actual life we are living and what we have lived through. 

We should not ignore our national history and symbols in the various 
spheres of life so the past gets in touch with the present and the people 
realize the meaning of being an Egyptian-Arab citizen struggling to es-
tablish his cultural, religious and historical components in time of wars 
on all fronts and unprecedented terrorism. We should be prepared to 
face all these, morally and popularly, by raising the awareness and en-
lightening the citizens on the dangers and how to address the discourse 
of myth, the misrepresentation of religious values and the exploitation 
of religion politically and socially to destroy thousand years of civiliza-
tion. 
Recommendations: 
1 - Developing a dramatic plan that meets the needs of the viewer in 

various and diverse drama that contributes to the promotion of 
thought and conscience, the upbringing of children and the develop-
ment of the value of belonging to the homeland. 

2 - Diversifying the dramatic forms and never confine them to the 30-
episode that forces the author to use redundancy and expand events. 
There is the 7-episode and 15-episode and other expression forms. It 
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is possible to achieve the greatest benefit of the artistic work, which 
is not limited to television, but can be transferred to places of gath-
erings such as (cultural palaces - youth centers - regional centers - 
villages - and others). 

3- The content of the selected cartoon series should be added to the 
knowledge bank and becomes a reference for the students of the ele-
mentary and preparatory stages, followed by other series of cultural 
and cognitive values. Thus, drama becomes a mean for knowledge, 
enriching the awareness and expanding the perception especially if 
these works are at high quality, technically and intellectually.  

4- Amide such numerous sports, cooking and drama channels and oth-
ers, it is time to think seriously, especially in the years of building 
the wellbeing human, to dedicate a channel for kids’ drama and pro-
grams. This channel must be linked to the Ministry of Education so 
that they can benefit from each other and there must be high quality 
production to attract the child. 

Thus, through good drama, we can play an important societal role, 
which actually contributes to human development. 
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Egyptian theatre and human rights 
 

Artist/ Mahmoud al-Hedeni 

 
The theatre is a magical world, where the creativity of the word, ac-

tors, the scenography of decoration, clothes, lighting and music are 

combined and coordinated by a creative director to be presented on its 

stage. All these arts are formed and interacted to provide the audience 

with a theatrical show reflecting the creativity of the makers to tackle 

directly the social issues without mediation. The mediator is the creative 

actor who carries on his shoulders the responsibility to convey the 

thought of the author and the vision of the director to the spectator who 

is sitting in his seat staring at what he sees and listening to the creative 

dialogue, which is rolling in the auditorium amidst a solemn silence. 

It is a renewable magical world which renovates its theatrical shows 

daily for new spectators who eagerly follow what this beautiful art is 

presenting. 

The Egyptian theatre started to take off when the then Egyptian state 

took over the full responsibility of sponsoring this art due to the positive 

impact it has on the hearts of the spectators. In 1935, the National Thea-

tre Group was established involving the finest actors and directors to 

present their creative works derived from the masterpieces of the inter-

national and Egyptian plays, which formed the conscience of the Egyp-

tian and Arab audiences. 

Social and national issues, human rights and the struggle against co-

lonialism were the most important themes of the theatrical shows pre-

sented by the National Theatre since its establishment until today. The 

encouragement of the Egyptian authors to write for the theatre has 

played an important role in enriching the theatre movement and creating 

a new generation on whom the Egyptian theatre relied. This was 

achieved through holding competitions in the field of playwriting begin-
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ning with Egyptianizing some works that were selected from the inter-

national theatre and focusing on playwriting and selecting social, politi-

cal and cultural issues from the real life to be presented on the Egyptian 

theatre to link the theatre with the public. As a result, the theatre was 

able to achieve a great success through its theatrical shows that were 

composed by the Egyptian authors, who had an important position in 

the renaissance of the Egyptian theatre later. 

While surfing through the national theatre, we find that the play enti-

tled "The Red Dunshway" written by Khalil al-Rahmi and directed by 

Hamdi Ghaith and presented on the National Theatre stage in the 

1951/1952 was a protest against British colonialism, which accused, 

unjustly, some Egyptians and held them responsible for the killing of 

the English soldier who went out to hunt the pigeons from the roofs of 

the peasants' houses.  Colonialism did not give them a chance to defend 

themselves, but held a mock trial for them and sentenced them to death. 

In their oppression and injustice, they carried out the execution in front 

of the families of the peasants and the villagers, erected the gallows, 

served the sentences and did not watch the right of the human to have a 

fair trial. After the massacre, investigations revealed that the English 

officer had died of a heatstroke and the peasants were not responsible 

for his killing. Mustafa Kamel used this heinous crime to expose the 

English colonialism, in his own place, through the speeches and articles 

he wrote and published in the largest English and French newspapers. 

This accident was addressed and composed by the author Khalil al-

Rahmi in a play presented by the National theatre on the stage of the 

Azbakeya Garden, and played by the great artists of the National theatre 

and directed by Hamdi Ghaith, Thus, the Egyptian theatre contributed to 

denouncing the English colonialism and exposed the brutal methods and 

the violation of the rights of these simple peasants who were unjustly 

executed and prevented  from defending themselves. This raised the an-

ger of the audiences who were watching the play every day, thus, 

launching a popular resistance against colonialism calling for full decol-

onisation or wanton death. This was the slogan of the masses at that 

time which they were repeating in their demonstrations until the English 

colonization departed Egypt after the Revolution of July 1952. 
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The theatrical shows performed by the National Theatre, which con-

demned colonialism and its brutal methods against the Egyptian and 

Arabs continued. The play “Fire and olives” was written by Professor 

"Alfred Faraj", directed by " Saad Ardash" and performed by senior art-

ists of the National Theatre. I had the honour to play a leading role in 

this play, which was presented in the season of 1970/1971, in which the 

author highlights how the Israeli military institution controlled the 

minds of the Israeli people represented in the character of the Palestini-

an hero who grew up with an Israeli girl since childhood. After they 

grew up and became in their prime, this Israeli girl joined the Israeli ar-

my and in a military campaign she arrested this young Palestinian 

among his Palestinian colleagues. He tried to approach her when he rec-

ognised her personality but she ignored him and he tried to remind her 

of the their childhood when they had been together but she refused to 

talk to him and helped put him and his colleagues in the Israeli prisons 

to receive all manner of torture. This shift in the behaviour of this Israeli 

girl was the result of the Israeli military institution, which eliminates 

human emotions and cultivates instead hatred and unpleasantness in the 

minds of Israeli youth in the Israeli army to launch attacks on Palestini-

an children, women and the elderly regardless of basic human rights to 

defend himself and to have a fair trial according to the International 

Agreements.   

This play was written by Alfred Faraj in a documentary theatrical 

play style. He raised the idea that it is possible for the Israeli and the 

Palestinian peoples to coexist peacefully because they grew up together 

from childhood but the Israeli military institution resist that. This play 

was performed on the stage of the Azbakeya Garden and attended by 

President Yasser Arafat and his comrades from the PLO. They gave all 

the artists who participated in the play medals for their outstanding ef-

forts. This play participated in the Damascus Theatre Festival in 1971 

and achieved a great success from the Syrian public. 

Another play by the National Theatre Group entitled "Djamila’s trag-

edy" about the struggle of the Algerian girl Djamila Bouhired against 

French colonialism, which occupied Algeria. It was written poetically 

by Abd al-Rahman al-Sharqawi and directed by Hamdi Ghaith who 
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gave me the role of "Azzam" the Algerian officer in the national securi-

ty, who was supporting and advocating the rebels against French coloni-

alism.  

In this play, the author attempted to expose the methods of French 

colonialism against the Algerian people, represented by the Algerian 

heroine Djamila Bouhired, who was arrested, incarcerated in prisons 

and brought to trial in preparation for her execution without a fair trial 

in flagrant violation of all international conventions. This prompted a 

French lawyer to volunteer to defend her against the cruelty and brutali-

ty of the French occupying army, which did not respect the human right 

to a decent life of rights and duties.  

The play was a great success when it was presented to the extent that 

Ben Bella and his comrades selected Egypt as the first country to visit 

when France released them under the pressure of the struggle of the Al-

gerian people and the demonstrations that took place all over the 

world ,because the Egyptian government and people stood by the Alge-

rian people in their struggle against French colonization. They watched 

the play and at the end they came up on the stage of the Azbakeya Gar-

den thanking us for this remarkable effort in presenting this wonderful 

play and gave us medals and commemorative decorations in this occa-

sion which was an unforgettable in the history of the Egyptian National 

Theatre. 

The success of this play prompted the artist Magda to produce a film 

about the struggle of the Algerian heroine Djamila Bouhired. Magda 

played the role of Djamila Bouhired. The film also succeeded and con-

firmed that Egypt with its artists and government is capable of giving 

the example and the role model of the struggle against colonialism in all 

its forms. 

Another play of the masterpieces of the Egyptian theatre is " Sulei-

man al-Halabi" written by Alfred Faraj, directed by Abdul Rahman Al-

Zarqani and presented by the National Theatre in 1965/66 on the stage 

of the Azbakeya Garden where the author discussed the story of a young 

man from Aleppo "Suleiman Halabi". The play is considered an Arab 

heritage as the hero came to Egypt to learn in Al-Azhar Al-Sharif, the 

tolerant Islamic religion, but he was provoked by the French coloniza-
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tion occupying his second country "Egypt". He saw Bonaparte horses 

stepping on Al-Azhar halls in defiance of the feelings of the Egyptian 

Muslims so he decided to kill the Snakehead Kleber knowing the conse-

quences of this act, even though he is not Egyptian but is an Arab Syri-

an. The Arab national peak was reflected in Suleiman al-Halabi as we 

all share the same homeland and destiny, and when an Arab state is ex-

posed to occupation, the entire Arab people hurry to the rescue. This is 

what Suleiman al-Halabi did, especially when the soldiers of Bonaparte 

violated the rights of the Egyptians by raping and thumping them 

against all international conventions and laws. History has recorded 

what Suleiman al-Halabi did and the sacrifice he gave to Egypt, the 

heart of the Arab nation. I played the role of Suleiman al-Halabi and it 

was a historic moment in my life which I will never forget. 

These are some of the plays presented by the national theatre and not 

all of them which confirm the role of the Egyptian theatre and its theat-

rical shows in  inciting people to resist colonialism , whether in Egypt 

or in any Arab country, which is the policy of Egypt "the heart of the 

Arab nation" throughout its history. 

The wonder is that this colonialism comes disguised to attack the 

countries it once colonized and accuses them of violating human rights, 

in spite of the fact that they defend the rights of the peoples to have a 

secure and safe life, forgetting what it had done against these peoples in 

the past when it colonized them. Not ashamed?!. 
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Studies and Researches 

 

Duties of individuals in light of the international 
human rights system 

  

Councilor Sanaa Khalil 

Former Assistant Minister of Justice  

for Human Rights Sector 

Preamble: 

The international  human rights system refers to "The set of rights 

and freedoms associated with the human, determined and protected by 

the international and regional conventions; these rights   cannot be re-

nounced, disposed of or partitioned,  and should be enjoyed by the per-

son  from his birth to his death. They are important to provide him with 

a decent life to meet his basic needs and respect his humanity through-

out his life anywhere and under any circumstances, and defining the du-

ties and responsibilities that he must undertake for his family and com-

munity and his homeland and all mankind.  The national authority (the 

State), is obligated to protect and guarantee these rights, freedoms and 

duties  for all on its territory through its legal and judicial system, its 

civil institutions, bodies and all of its social components, to regulate in-

dividuals' exercise of their rights and freedoms , to ensure  that the per-

formance of their duties towards the state preserves the rights of others 

and the security and stability of society ,  to guarantee the fulfillment of 

the duties towards the family and society, whether national or interna-

tional, and  to questioning who fail to perform these duties on the light  

of international and regional human rights instruments . 

This introduction, as mentioned above, includes four main axes: 

A - Human: 

He is the focus of this system as he is the only unique creature God 

honored and distinguished with reason which gives him the right to 

choose, enjoy free will and determination. The mind makes man respon-

sible for his actions either in relation with the Creator or in his relations 
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with others. Human beings, by nature, tend to live with others. This sys-

tem is concerned with the rights and freedoms that must be enjoyed by 

the individual in the society in which he exists from the moment of his 

existence as an embryo to his death. 

B. Set of Rights, Freedoms and Duties: 

It is the harvest and the product of all the human efforts, practices, 

and experiences throughout the journey of human being on earth, crys-

talized and formulated along history through the heavenly creeds and 

religions or the ancient civilizations, legal systems or social systems and 

different cultures. It includes all the rights and freedoms that every hu-

man being must enjoy in the society where he lives and that is necessary 

to provide him with a decent life and respect. Therefore, it is considered 

as inviolable, inalienable or indivisible, without which the individual’s 

humanity will be derogated. 

C) National Authority: 

The national authority means "the state" in its modern form as widely 

recognized by international law. It is the authority that is democratically 

chosen, willingly and freely, from the people to manage its affairs. It 

undertakes the responsibility of maintaining the security and stability of 

the homeland through the provision, recognition and protection of the 

rights and freedoms of the individuals it represents and watches the per-

formance of the duties to guarantee the rights of the community. The 

State is composed of three authorities –the legislative, executive and 

judicial. 

D - Control and supervision of the international community: 

The international community means the intergovernmental organiza-

tions at various levels (United Nations) or regional (regional organiza-

tions: European, American, African and Arab) and the monitoring and 

control mechanisms established by these organizations to monitor the 

performance of the States parties in the fulfillment of their obligations 

as members in these organizations or  as parties in conventions on hu-

man rights, and to question the States Parties for the breach of interna-

tional and regional mechanisms established for this purpose within the 

limits and control established by the conventions   and in the light of the 

States parties' consent . 
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We will present some charters which are directly concerned with this 

matter in international and regional declarations, regional conventions 

on human rights and relevant international conventions taking into ac-

count the chronological order: 

First: Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948: 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the first universal 

document. The International Human Rights System was established as a 

result of its issuance. The declaration was adopted by the United Na-

tions General Assembly in Paris on December 10, 1948 by resolution 

(217,000) (3 - D). Egypt was one of the United Nations Member States 

that participated in and contributed to its drafting, preparation and ap-

proval. The preamble of the declaration and its resolution have aban-

doned the duties, but dealt with the duties that an individual must adhere 

to before the community in Article (29) thereof. 

The first axis: the duties of individuals towards society: 

The first article states that there are certain duties the individual un-

dertakes towards his society where he grows freely. The declaration did 

not define, enumerate or describe these duties, as did the American Dec-

laration of Human Rights, which was issued few months before this 

declaration, as we will refer later. 

The second axis: The conditions of practicing rights and free-

doms by individuals: 

It stipulates that the exercise of individuals to their rights and free-

doms, as set out in the declaration in general,   shall be subject  to such 

limitations as determined by law solely .Within the framework of the 

controls and considerations which the national legislator must abide by 

in the exercise of his powers, he issues laws that regulate the practices 

of individuals for rights and freedoms .It permits as well the imposition 

of restrictions on them, provided that such limitations are determined by 

law only to ensure the recognition and respect for the rights of others  

and to meet the just requirements of morality, public order and the gen-

eral welfare in a democratic society.  

The third axis: Conforming with United Nations purposes: 

It states that these rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised 

contrary to the objectives and principles of the United Nations, which is 
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normal. It makes no sense to exercise the rights and freedoms in a way 

that is incompatible or inconsistent with the purposes and principles of 

the United Nations for which the declaration was issued. This text creat-

ed some kind of international responsibility for individuals and States to 

exercise their rights and freedoms in consistent with all the United Na-

tions conventions or decisions in the framework of its purposes and 

principles. 

Second: American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man 

1948: 

This Declaration was issued by resolution No. (30) at the Ninth Inter-

national Conference of American States (Bogota, Colombia, April 

1948). It is the first declaration at the regional level that preceded the 

Universal Declaration. It was entitled "duties" as a synonym for the 

rights. This in itself is meaningful and summarizes the basic rule that 

every human right and freedom is matched by the obligation to observe, 

guarantee and even protect others. The declaration referred, at the fore-

front of its preamble, to this meaning with clear eloquence. 

Third: European Convention on Human Rights 1950: 

The European Convention on Human Rights was passed in 1950 and 

was followed by the Additional Protocol to the European Social Charter 

1961. Although the preamble to the Convention stated that the Univer-

sal Declaration aimed at ensuring universality and effective recognition 

of the protection of rights contained therein, it is committed to activat-

ing clause (2) only of Article (29) of the Universal Declaration on re-

strictions on the exercise of rights and freedoms.  It also states that it is 

permissible to impose restrictions on the exercise of certain stipulated 

and specified rights and freedoms, such as freedom of expression, be-

lief, freedom of assembly, association and trade unions, or in emergency 

situations, based on the same rules assessed in the indicated clause (2). 

These restrictions are imposed by law and are necessary in a democratic 

society in the interest of the security of the population and the protection 

of public order, health and morals or for the protection of the rights and 

freedoms of others. 

Fourth: The American Charter of Human Rights 1969: 

It was issued in the framework of the Organization of American 
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States in San José on 22 November 1969.  In its preamble, it stated that 

it is based on the Universal Declaration and international documents 

developed in this concern at the time. The preamble did not refer to du-

ties. It contained in article 30 the scope of restrictions that could be im-

posed on the enjoyment and exercise of rights and freedoms, in accord-

ance with the law and for the public interests. It also referred, in article 

32 entitled "the relationship between rights and duties", to the duties of 

individuals in a concise manner. It states that " Every person has respon-

sibilities to his family, his community, and mankind” and that” The 

rights of each person are limited by the rights of others, by the security 

of all, and by the just demands of the general welfare, in a democratic 

society." 

Fifth: The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights 1981: 

The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights was promulgated 

within the framework of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) in 

1981. The Charter's preamble stated  the African vision in this regard as 

the African States believe that the enjoyment of rights and freedoms re-

quires that each person should uphold his/her duties. The Charter also 

defined the duties of individuals in a special section, Part Two, which 

distinguished this regional charter. The Charter enumerated the duties 

imposed on individuals in articles (28) and (29). 

Sixth: The Arab Charter on Human Rights 2004: 

It was adopted by the Arab Summit in Tunis in March 2004 (Egypt 

signed the Charter on 5/9/2004 and issued Presidential Decree No. 249 

of 2018 on Egypt's accession to the Charter and it was ratified by the 

House of Representatives on 15/1/2019 . 

The preamble of the Charter affirmed clearly the Arab States' com-

mitment to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights and the provisions of the United 

Nations International Covenants on civil, political, economic, social and 

cultural rights and their belief in the rule of law and its role in the pro-

tection of human rights in its comprehensive and integrated concept. 
Seventh: International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966: 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was issued 

within the framework of the United Nations in 1966. The preamble of 
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the Convention stated in its last paragraph that States Parties "Realizing 

that the individual, having duties to other individuals and to the commu-

nity to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the pro-

motion and observance of the rights recognized in the present Cove-

nant". However, the Convention adopted a different format, as it did not 

refer to the duties imposed on persons independently, but referred to the 

imposition of restrictions on certain rights and freedoms in the circum-

stances of emergency and special circumstances with specific re-

strictions and limitations, as well as on certain rights and freedoms such 

as the right to expression, information, peaceful assembly, freedom of 

belief, respect for private life, private ownership and political activity of 

foreigners. It stipulated that these restrictions shall be under the law, for 

the public interest to preserve the rights and freedoms of others. This is 

proved by two things; the first is that the Convention defined the scope 

of the implementation of article (29, clause 2) of the Universal Declara-

tion, and ignored clause 1 on the duties of individuals to society. Sec-

ondly, the restrictions, controls or regulation of national legislation on 

the exercise of these rights and freedoms are, in fact, the duties that in-

dividuals are supposed to fulfill towards society. 

Analytical approach to the duties and responsibilities of individu-

als in international human rights instruments: 

We will address that issue from three angles: the stance of interna-

tional and regional conventions on the provisions of article (29) of the 

Declaration, the role of international mechanisms in monitoring the per-

formance of States parties and regulations of national treatment with 

human duties. 

First: The stance of the international and regional conventions 

towards the Universal Declaration: 

We note that the Universal Declaration is the main source of all rele-

vant international and regional charters that followed its adaptation in 

order to enforce the application of the rights and freedoms contained 

therein and establish international and regional mechanisms for account-

ability and follow-up as explained above. The international and regional 

stances in dealing with the provisions of Article (29) of the Declaration 

on duties have varied as follows: 
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With regard to the provisions of article (29, clause 1) of the Univer-

sal Declaration of Human Rights, which states that everyone has duties 

to the community without providing any details, some international hu-

man rights instruments are dominated by this trend, which means leav-

ing the mission to the national laws which shall define these duties and 

responsibilities through the establishment of legal frameworks for them 

in light of man’s  inherent values and ethics. 

With respect to article (29, clause 2) of the Declaration regarding the 

possibility of imposing limitations on individual practices of rights and 

freedoms, all international and regional conventions have dealt with this 

matter and stipulated that restrictions may be imposed on some rights 

and freedoms of a societal nature, that are subject to certain restrictions 

mentioned in clause 2. These restrictions do not go out, in their content, 

from the controls listed in the second item for their connection to the 

rights and freedoms of others, public order and the general welfare. 

With regard to article (29, clause 3) of the Declaration it refers to vi-

olating the purposes of the United Nations, which are the duties and re-

sponsibilities imposed for the sake of the international community and 

all mankind. 

Second: The role of international mechanisms in dealing with the 

individuals' duties: 

The international and regional mechanisms concerned with following 

up the performance of member states on the light of   international and 

regional conventions are concerned only with the obligations and re-

sponsibilities of the States to promote the protected rights and freedoms, 

confront  violations on them and watch  to what extent the national laws 

governing the stated rights and freedoms are in harmony with the con-

trols and procedures, concerning  the imposed restrictions according to 

the relevant convention, which consider article (29 clause 2) of the Dec-

laration its source. Consequently, it is not possible to deal with clause, 1 

or 3, of the above-mentioned article on the societal or international du-

ties of individuals, thus remain far from dealing with the follow-up and 

supervision of such mechanisms. 
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Third: The standards and controls of national treatment for the 

individuals' duties: 

In light of the foregoing, dealing with the duties of individuals, in 

accordance with this system,  shall be an absolute responsibility of the 

national authority represented in the national legislator, who solely 

bears the burden of exposure to societal and international responsibility 

of the individuals defining and identifying the societal and international 

duties and responsibilities of individuals through issuing related laws, 

laying the appropriate penalties for those who fail to perform  or fulfill 

their duties  as this would prejudice  the rights of national and interna-

tional community. 

Some of the most important national and international public duties 

are to preserve the basic identity of social formation and the cohesion of 

society, to renounce disparity and racial discrimination, to protect the 

environment, to defend the homeland and to combat some of the nega-

tive aspects  in communities such as tax evasion, illiteracy, school drop-

out, squandering of public funds, discrimination against women, child 

abuse, corruption, which most prestigious academic, scientific and 

sports institutions face, and terrorism, which has relentlessly hit all 

countries of the world, exposing the whole of mankind to danger. 

Recommendations 

In view of the above, we noticed the following: 

The individual has a general duty i.e. to respect the rights and free-

doms of others in all forms and circles of human relations adhering to 

the prevailing moral and ethical system and the laws that the society has 

adopted to regulate the practices, whether in relation to the individu-

al ,his/her family, community or homeland, not diminishing from them 

and bearing the legal consequences . 

The disregard of international efforts and conventions in dealing with 

the duties and responsibilities of individuals before the national commu-

nity, especially those relating to the concept of community and  society 

as well as the lack of sufficient attention from the international commu-

nity and its bodies to article (29, clauses 1 and 3) of the Universal Dec-

laration regarding the societal duties and responsibilities of individuals 
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and the purposes of the United Nations which target  the benefit of all 

mankind, led to the neglect of defining and raising awareness on the du-

ties of individuals to consolidate the interdependence and the correlation 

between duties and the rights and freedoms as referred to in internation-

al and regional human rights instruments. 

The non-obligation to address the subjects and issues of the duties of 

individuals towards the national and international community, as set out 

in article (29, clauses 1 and 3) of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights has continuously and rapidly resulted in the emergence of many 

bad and violent practices, gross irregularities and criminal phenomena 

in all fields under the guise of inappropriate interpretations of rights and 

freedoms as a result of not associating them with  imposed duties. The 

irresponsible tendentious use of the modern scientific techniques and 

social networks helped the spreading of the negative practices all over 

the world. 

The issuance of this proposed document will be beneficial and result 

in the following: 

Enhancing and raising awareness on  respecting national law; 

The unification of the contents of these personal, societal, national or 

international duties and responsibilities in one international document, 

will promote knowledge and help the individuals to identify them.  

The existence of an international or regional document on the duties 

of individuals will serve as a reference and a major source in this regard. 

In conclusion, we must call for promoting faith in the international 

and national human rights system and to work, sincerely, under the slo-

gan: 

"If the exercise of rights and freedoms increases human dignity and 

respects his humanity, the commitment of the human to perform his/her 

duties and responsibilities towards himself/herself and his/her family, 

society, homeland and all mankind will be an expression of the great-

ness of the essence of humanity." 
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The right to equality before the law and the fight of discrimination 

against citizens are two sides of one coin. All Egyptian constitutions, 

starting from the 1923 Constitution to the 2014 Constitution make all 

citizens equal before the law as a mean for justice, freedom and social 

peace. The Constitutions targets are originally laid to safeguard the 

rights and freedoms of citizens in fighting all forms of discrimination 

that impair or restrict their practices. the principle of equality before the 

law, in its structure, has become a means of determining equal legal pro-

tection, which is not limited to the rights and freedoms stated in the 

Constitution but also extends the scope of its implementation to others 

guaranteed by the legislator  to citizens - within his discretion - and in 

the light of what he believes to be for the common good. 

In order to identify the most important features of the legal frame-

work for protecting the right to equality among citizens and to combat 

discrimination, we will first explore the most important “Principles of 

Islamic law related to the right to equality”, review the principles of 

"Citizenship and equality of citizens before the law”, examine the 

"Constitutional and legal framework for freedom of religion and the re-

ligious  practices  in Egypt”, state “The most important texts that crimi-

nalize discrimination against citizens to promote the principle of equali-

ty before the law” and finally address the "Role of the Prosecutor Gen-

eral in addressing violations of citizens' right to equality before the law" 
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to affirm that the applicable legal and legislative framework in the Arab 

Republic of Egypt protects citizenship and diversity and criminalizes all 

forms of discrimination . 

First: Islamic principles related to the right to equality: 

Article 2 of the 2014 Constitution stipulates that "... the principles of 

Islamic law shall be the main source of legislation". Therefore, address-

ing the most important features of the legal framework for protecting 

the right to equality among citizens in Egypt will not be complete unless 

we expose the most important principles of Islamic law related to this 

right. The right to equality is a fixed asset in Islam and a general rule in 

its Sharia, thus, Islam laid the basis of the right of equality among all 

people. Therefore, all believers must implement and work to guarantee 

this right exactly as they implement the other worshiping practices and 

divine commands. The only thing that differentiates between one person 

and another is devotion and good work. God Almighty created all peo-

ple equal, thus, men are equal to each other in structure, basic needs, 

stages of his creation, life and death. Equality is originally one of the 

essential fundamentals on which human life is based. 

Second: The principle of citizenship and equality of citizens be-

fore the law: 

The constitutions of the Arab Republic of Egypt - from the Constitu-

tion of 1923 until the 2014 Constitution - have consistently emphasized 

the principles of citizenship, the rule of law and the keenness to apply 

them. The Constitution of 2014 states in its first article: “The Arab Re-

public of Egypt is a sovereign, united, indivisible State, having a demo-

cratic republican system that is based on citizenship and rule of law.” 

The Constitution also states that " The rule of law shall be the basis of 

governing in the State. The State shall be governed by Law. The inde-

pendence, immunity and impartiality of the judiciary are essential guar-

antees for the protection of rights and freedoms”. The Constitution also 

affirms the principle of equality between citizens in terms of their legal 

status - in order to strengthen the principle of citizenship – thus, all of 

them are equal before the law in public rights, freedoms and duties, and 

no discrimination on grounds of religion, creed, sex, origin, race or oth-
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er causes. It also expressly states that discrimination and incitement to 

hatred is a crime punishable by law ... . 

In affirmation of the principle of citizenship, in 2016 Law No. 80 of 

2016 on the organization of the construction and restoration of Church-

es was promulgated. This law established a committee for regularization 

of the status of the churches established in Egypt, taking into account 

the existing buildings during the date of the entry into force of the law, 

in which Christian religious rites are held, provided that they are safe 

and established in accordance with the approved building specifications. 

The Prime Minister's decision No. 199 of 2017 concerning the for-

mation of the committee provided for in Article 8 of the Law on the or-

ganization of the construction and restoration of Churches promulgated 

by Law No. 80 of 2016 was issued. It should be noted that the Commis-

sion has already received many requests for regularization from the 

churches established during the date of the entry into force of the law 

where the rites of the Christian religion are held. As part of the State's 

keenness to implement the provisions of the Constitution and the right 

to practice religious rites within the houses of worship of the heavenly 

religions, it was agreed, until the date of preparing this study, to legalize  

(783) seven hundred and eighty three churches and service buildings in 

many governorates, taking into account the fulfillment of the require-

ments for civil protection as well as fulfilling the State's rights with re-

spect to the legalization of the status of the lands on which such premis-

es are built. 

Third: The constitutional and legal framework for the freedom 

of religion and the religious practices of in Egypt: 

The Constitution of 2014 - in line with all the previous Egyptian con-

stitutions - is committed to the principles of freedom of belief and the 

freedom to perform religious rites as a fixed constitutional basis in eve-

ry civilized country. Every human being has the right to believe in 

whatever religion and creeds and there is no authority over him regard-

ing what he believes in his heart or in his deepest feelings. However, the 

exercise and practice of religious rites should not conflict with public 

policy or violate public moral. The freedom to perform religious rites is 

protected for the three heavenly religions. 
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The provisions of the great Egyptian judiciary  have already affirmed 
that the protection guaranteed by the constitution for freedom of reli-
gious is limited to the three heavenly religions and that the performing 
of the religious rites for any religion, even if it is a recognized religion, 
should not contradict the public order or morals. 

Fourth: Criminal protection of the right to equality by criminal-
izing discrimination against citizens: 

In consistency with the above constitutional provisions and legal 
principles, the criminal legislator found out that it is a necessity to crim-
inalize all forms of discrimination against citizens and confront that 
with criminal penalties to punish those who violate equality and to be 
fair to those who watch it to preserve community ties , justice and  es-
tablish sublime values on which the civilized modern democratic coun-
tries are based. 

Hereinafter, we review how the legislator can use criminalization as 
a tool to protect the rights and freedoms of citizens and combat discrim-
ination on grounds of sex, origin, language, religion or creed: 
1. Criminalization of criminal groups jeopardizing national unity 

and social peace: 
Article 86 (bis) of the Penal Code states that " Imprisonment shall be 

the inflicted penalty on whoever establishes, founds, organizes, or runs, 
contrary to the provisions of the law, an association, corporation, organ-
ization, group, or band, the purpose of which is to call by any method, 
for interrupting the provisions of the constitution or laws, or preventing 
any of the Slate's institutions or public authorities from exercising its 
works, or encroaching on the personal freedom of citizens or other free-
doms and public rights as guaranteed by the constitution or the law, or 
impairing the national unity or social peace. Temporary hard labor shall 
be the punishment inflicted on any one assuming leadership or com-
mand of their formations, 

or supplying them with physical or financial assistance, while being 
aware of the purpose they call for. 

Imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years shall be the in-
flicted penalty on whoever joins any of the associations, corporations, 
organizations, groups or bands prescribed in the previous clause or par-
ticipates in them in any form, while being aware of their purposes” 
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2. Protection of the freedom to practice religious rites: 

As for the protection of the practice of religious rites, Article 160 of 

the Penal Code states that: "A penalty of detention and paying a fine of 

not less than one hundred pounds and not exceeding 

five hundred pounds or either penalty shall be inflicted on the follow-

ing: 

 First: Whoever perturbs the holding of rituals of a creed or a related 

religious ceremony, or 

 obstructs it with violence or threat. 

 Second: Whoever ravages, breaks, destroys, or violates the sanctity 

of buildings provided for 

 holding religious ceremonies, symbols or other objects having their 

profound reverence and sanctity in relation to the members of a creed 

or a group of people. 

 Third: Whoever violates the sacredness or sanctity of graves or cem-

eteries. Imprisonment 14 a 

 period not exceeding five years shall be the penalty if' any of these 

crimes is committed in 

 execution of a terrorist purpose." 

3. Criminalization of discrimination based on sex, origin, language, 

religion or creed: 

With regard to the criminalization of discrimination between individ-

uals or groups based on sex, origin, language, religion or creed, Article 

161 (bis) of the Penal Code criminalizes any act that would discriminate 

between individuals on the basis of religion or belief, regardless of the 

character or position of the perpetrator. The first paragraph states that 

"Any person who commits an act that would discriminate between indi-

viduals or against a group of people due to gender, origin, language, re-

ligion or creed, shall be punished by imprisonment and a fine not less 

than 30,000 pounds and not more than 50,000 pounds or one of the two 

penalties. Such discrimination results in a waste of the principle of 

equal opportunities, social justice or public order. " 

4. Provisions aimed at combating and punishing discrimination and 

incitement to hatred: 

Article 53 of the Labor Code stated that: "Discrimination in wages 
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shall be prohibited on basis of sex, origin, language, religion or creed." 

Article 247 of the same Code stipulates that "The employer or his repre-

sentative shall be punished by a fine not less than one hundred pounds 

and not more than five hundred pounds if he violates any of the provi-

sions of Articles (33, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 

52, 54, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 and 68) of this Code and the 

ministerial decisions implementing it. 

The fine is multiplied according to the number of workers who were 

the victims of the offence. Recidivism is punishable with a double fine." 

Article (70) of this Code criminalizes the violation of the text of Arti-

cle (6) thereof. It stated that "Any person who violates the provisions of 

Article (6) of this Code shall be punished by imprisonment for a period 

not exceeding six months and a fine not less than five thousand pounds 

and not more than ten thousand pounds or one of these two penalties." 

It should also be noted that Article 4 of the Law  regulating  the 

press, media and the Supreme Council for  media promulgated by Law 

No. 180 of 2018 stipulated that "The press, media and website are pro-

hibited from publishing or broadcasting any article or declaration that 

contradicts, in content, with the provisions of the Constitution, calls for 

violating the law, violates the obligations of the code of professional 

conduct, violates public order or morals, or promotes discrimination, 

violence, racism or hatred. 

For reasons of national security, the Supreme Council may prohibit 

publications, newspapers, media or advertising materials that have been 

published or broadcasted abroad from entering, or being circulated in 

Egypt. 

Article (14) of  Law No. 70 of 2017 Law of Associations and Other 

Foundations Working in the Field of Civil Work stated that " Associa-

tions shall work to achieve their purposes in the fields of development 

and social welfare to achieve social development goals within the scope 

of the state plan, development needs and priorities.." 

Fifth: The role of public prosecution in confronting violations of 

citizens' right to equality before the law: 

Public Prosecution - under the Constitution – is an integral part of the 
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judiciary. Public Prosecution, solely, unless otherwise stipulated by law, 

shall be competent to bring an action for criminal proceedings and con-

duct them. The Public Prosecutor himself or through one of his agents 

shall initiate the criminal proceedings as prescribed by law. Moreover, 

the Public Prosecution is an independent and impartial institution, its 

members are independent, cannot be dismissed and they are subject to 

no authority other than the law. The law also determines the procedures 

for their appointment and retirement, and regulates their disciplinary 

accountability in order to preserve their independence and impartiality. 

The Egyptian Public Prosecution, as always, is neutral and non-

aligned to any party, either in investigation or conduction or prosecution 

of the criminal proceeding. The Public Prosecution shall not discrimi-

nate against any citizen on basis of religion, creed, sex, origin or race; 

all of them are equal in rights and duties before the law and as previous-

ly pointed out it is solely, unless otherwise stipulated by law, shall be 

competent to bring an action for criminal proceedings and conduct 

them. With regard to the investigation of facts that raise the suspicion of 

violating the principle of citizenship, the Public Prosecution has to in-

vestigate these facts in light of what the Egyptian law guarantees for the 

defendant in accordance with international standards stipulated in inter-

national human rights instruments. Citizens are equal before the law in 

rights, freedoms and duties, and are not discriminated against for rea-

sons of religion, creed, sex, origin, race, color, language, disability, so-

cial status, political, geographical affiliation or any other reason. Also, a 

defendant is innocent until proved guilty in legal trial, being granted the 

right to defend himself. 

The Public Prosecution takes into account all international standards 

relating to the principles of fair and effective trial, as set forth in article 

(14) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights when 

dealing with the investigation of such cases when the defendants are 

seized and investigated in light of the guarantees given them, as previ-

ously mentioned, and when they are brought to a criminal trial after a 

short time until the issuance of deterrent judgments against them. The 

Public Prosecution is motivated by the preservation of law and the safe-

ty of the homeland and citizens and restricted with the authority delegat-
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ed to it by the laws, in investigation, interrogation of the defendants, 

questioning of the witnesses and mandating the technicians, imprison-

ment of the defendants, after having strong evidence to prove the charg-

es against them and referring them to  criminal trial with the utmost im-

partiality and transparency . 

In conclusion, this study confirms that the legal and legislative 

framework in force in the Arab Republic of Egypt protects citizenship 

and diversity and criminalizes discrimination between citizens in all of 

its forms or types. 

 
 

 

 

 


